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Here the issues I have here regarding whether the filings will be docketed or
disappeared like last Supreme Court cases the year prior.
Here are photographs of what was mailed to the U.S. Supreme Court given to me
by Brian's family. We know what was mailed there. Brian made sure to document
every little thing he mails anywhere, including the COURTS. He is documenting
everything as he always does so that he will not allow a cover up of any filing he
made in the future without it being documented and challenged. He is making sure
the cover ups at the clerks offices do not happen again by documenting every
single pleading which was mailed.
We are putting the entire U.S. Supreme Court on notice, file every page, file every
document, we know what will be covered up if it happens. We know what will be
covered up based on what is missing.
This is Brian's support team's personal STING OPERATION against any criminal
element within the U.S. Supreme Court, by having this evidence and
documentation, and these emails to the Supreme Court are to ensure that nothing
will be covered up as it was last year. A non-law-enforcement regular average
citizen's Sting operation as to whether 18 U.S. Code § 2071 will be violated again
like it was last year with cases no. 21-6036, 21-6037, and 21-6038.
Here are the photos of what Brian mailed the Supreme Court THIS YEAR. Just so
we do not let them cover up anything Brian files again.
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Document photo scans of contents mailed to U.S. Supreme Court:
https://justiceforuswgofiles.files.wordpress.com/2022/11
/uswgo_20221107_094207ocr.pdf and
https://justiceforuswgofiles.files.wordpress.com/2022/11
/uswgo_20221107_105033ocr.pdf PROOF PHOTOCOPY OF EVERY SINGLE
DOCUMENT, PLEADING, COPIES. All of what was mailed to the U.S. Supreme Court,
the box with the exact mailing shipping label with tracking number. Then we also
have the proof of delivery for Brian Hill paying a little extra to ensure he has the
signature and proof of delivery. It is all tied and connected together, proven as
evidence. The Supreme Court cannot claim they never received this and can never
act like certain documents are not in the box.
We will not let the cover ups happen again, we documented everything. U.S.
Congressman Matt Gaetz knows about the child porn set ups. The corrupt elements
of the Clerks office of the Supreme Court last year sabotaged three of Brian's
petitions to keep this child porn set up victim wrongfully convicted forever. Matt
Gaetz knew from Sharyl Attkisson's testimony that they tried to frame up her
husband with child porn saying: "They were going to plant child porn on my
husband's computer...This was from the FBI..." so she knows that the FBI tried to
plant child porn on her husband's computer. I can understand how easily they can
set up Chief Justice John Roberts with "CHILD RAPE AND MURDER". They can drug
a judges' drink and then place a naked child on the judge and then videotape the
child doing something sexual with the judge. It is easy for the deep state to set up
a federal judge or justice to be blackmailed here.
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We need to end the while anti-terrorism mass surveillance spying crap. We need to
end the mass surveillance as the only purposes of that was recording judges doing
sexual stuff to blackmail them. Mass surveillance was a trap to blackmail people.
So the FBI wanted to plant child porn on a Sharyl Attkisson's Husband's computer?
- https://rumble.com/v14ptv3-so-the-fbi-wanted-to-plant-child-porn-on-a-sharylattkissons-husbands-compu.html
We will go directly to Congressman Matt Gaetz if the Clerk's office of the
U.S. Supreme Court covers up anything in the filings from Brian D. Hill. We
will watch the docket pages, we are watching this. We saw that an entire
mailing last year disappeared at the Supreme Court, the Clerk just made
an entire box of pleadings disappear as if they never were filed. We cannot
let them do this crap again. It would be illegal to cover up an entire box of
filings like last year with the emergency motions.
We are not going to let the U.S. Supreme Court break any more federal laws, this
is criminal.

18 U.S. Code § 2071 - Concealment, removal, or
mutilation generally
(a)
Whoever willfully and unlawfully conceals, removes, mutilates, obliterates, or destroys, or attempts to do
so, or, with intent to do so takes and carries away any record, proceeding, map, book, paper, document, or
other thing, filed or deposited with any clerk or officer of any court of the United States, or in any public
office, or with any judicial or public officer of the United States, shall be fined under this title or imprisoned
not more than three years, or both.
(b)
Whoever, having the custody of any such record, proceeding, map, book, document, paper, or other thing,
willfully and unlawfully conceals, removes, mutilates, obliterates, falsifies, or destroys the same, shall be
fined under this title or imprisoned not more than three years, or both; and shall forfeit his office and be
disqualified from holding any office under the United States. As used in this subsection, the term “office”
does not include the office held by any person as a retired officer of the Armed Forces of the United States.

Brian David Hill = Innocence, Brian Hill is innocent of child porn. These nasty mind
games need to end at once. This is corruption in the entire federal court system.
This crap needs to end. I pray to GOD and JESUS that the Supreme Court not cover
up any more of Brian's filings. This happened last year in three of Brian's cases
(the cover up of his emergency motions), please do not do this crap again.
God bless you all,
Stanley Bolten
StanleyBolten@justiceforuswgo.nl
On 2022-11-10 20:21, ROBERTA HILL wrote:
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